IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

To Office Bridges and Structures
Attention All Employees
From Gary Novey
Office Bridges and Structures
Subject Correction of the English Single Culvert Standard 1044.

Electronic copies are available in the following Office of Bridges and Structures standard directory W:\Highway\Bridge\Standards\Bridges and on the Internet:

http://www.iowadot.gov/bridge/standard.htm

Standard 1044 has been corrected to add the bar labels k9 and m9 bars to the PART LONGITUDINAL SECTION shown inside the border outline and a similar detail shown outside the border outline. The reason to add these bars is to be consistent with the bar arrangement of placing these bars at the end of barrel sections as shown on the English Signed Single Culvert Standard RCB G2-12.

For any questions, please check with Stuart Nielsen or Thayne Sorenson.
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